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Cutting Edge Treatments:

The beneﬁts of Medical
Microdermabrasion

• Exfoliates and removes dead skin cells to instantly improve
skin texture and tone
• Following treatment the skin is primed to absorb Epionce
or anti-ageing or acne creams
• Suitable for all skin types with no downtime
• Fewer blemishes and long term skin health with a glowing
and fresher complexion
• Improved Collagen production giving a plumper and more
youthful look
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Botox® Treatments for:
• Lines and wrinkles
• Nefertiti neck lift
• Underarm sweating
• Teeth grinding
• Migraines

Dr. Mervyn Patterson
MBBS DCH

IPL and Laser Treatments:
• Fotofacials for redness,
pigmentation and sun damage
• Hair removal
• Fractional skin resurfacing
• Skin tightening

Facial Filler Treatments for:
• Lines and wrinkles
• Facial volumisation
• Lip enhancement

Advanced Rejuvenation
Treatments:
• Skin Peels
• Medical Microdermabrasion
• Microneedling
• Sclerotherapy for leg veins
Surgical Procedures:
• Upper and lower eye lid surgery • Radiofrequency skin
tightening lift shape
• Moles and Milia removal
• Fat dissolving injections
• Dermaplaning

Tel: 01245 227983

Medical
Microdermabrasion
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Beauty without boundaries
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FINE LINES AND WRINKLES after six treatments
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BLACKHEAD REMOVAL after one treatment
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ACTIVE ACNE after eight treatments
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The gentle way to reveal
younger looking skin

Medical Microdermabrasion gives a truly deep exfoliation
to give you fresh and renewed skin

Frequently Asked Questions
What is Medical Microdermabrasion?
Medical Microdermabrasion is one of our most popular and
effective non-surgical treatments for skin rejuvenation. It
is a deep exfoliating procedure which removes the upper
layers of the skin to reveal new, smooth and ﬂawless
skin. It is called Medical Microdermabrasion because
the crystals are more dynamic and this system delivers a
more powerful ﬂow to give a more advanced treatment.
How does it work?
Medical Microdermabrasion uses a hand held device to
deliver a powerful but highly controlled ﬂow of medical
grade crystals over the skin. These crystals are delivered
onto the skin at a high velocity and then vacuumed away
along with the top layer of dead skin cells.
What are the results?
This exfoliating process improves the tone and texture
of the skin by revealing the new skin cells that are
soft, smooth and receptive to nutrients. At the same
time the underlying epidermis is also stimulated into
producing new collagen, increasing the thickness of
the dermis and improving resistance against the effects
of ageing. Medical microdermabrasion helps reduce
the appearance of scarring, ﬁne lines and wrinkles,
pigmentation problems, uneven skin tone and dull,
lifeless sun damaged complexions. This quick and
convenient treatment immediately restores smoother,
softer, fresher looking skin.
How many treatments will I need?
Optimum results are obtained by having a course of 4 to
8 treatments. Your Aesthetic Therapist will recommend
the appropriate treatment regime for your needs.

What is the downtime and recommended aftercare?
There is no downtime or recovery time with this treatment.
Clients may have a slight pinkness to the skin which will
disappear within a couple of hours.
Does this work well with any other treatments?
Microdermabrasion works particularly well for some
clients when combined with Epionce Lite Refresh peel.
This enhanced treatment suits certain skin types and
conditions and can be performed on the face, neck and
décolletage areas.
Which conditions can
Medical Microdermabrasion help?
• Superﬁcial age spots
• Dry or patchy skin
• Acne prone skin and
• Oily skin
acne scars
• Fine lines and wrinkles
• Blackheads and
• Sun damaged skin
whiteheads
• Hyperpigmentation

